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New Generation Publishing, United Kingdom, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 231 x 155 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.JULY 1996: Israel builds a
prototype of the world s first THEL - Tactical High Energy Laser weapon. The U.S agrees to co-fund
further development.* MAY 2000 - AUGUST 2004: In tests THELs shoot down rockets, artillery shells
and even multiple incoming mortar rounds. It is estimated that at a range of 5km probability-of-kill
is virtually 100 .* DECEMBER 2004: Israel reduces its level of funding, amid serious concerns about
THELs limited mobility and therefore practicality on the battlefield. The U.S agrees that there ll need
to be a significant technical breakthrough.* SIX MONTHS AGO: While working on an unrelated
project involving the world s leading tank armour, a small family run company in England, called
Mason Electronics, quite literally cracks it. Using a high energy laser to blaze an ionised path
through the air, they are able to release a huge burst of energy along this invisible conductor. Just
like lightning. Only this is lightning with a difference. YOU CAN AIM IT. Recognising that they have
created the ideal terrorist super weapon, the project is...
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ReviewsReviews

It is great and fantastic. I have go through and i am sure that i will likely to study again once again later on. I am just easily could possibly get a enjoyment
of looking at a published book.
-- Ta d Sta nton Sr .-- Ta d Sta nton Sr .

An extremely awesome publication with lucid and perfect explanations. It is actually writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. You will like how the
writer publish this book.
-- Melody Ja kubowski-- Melody Ja kubowski
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